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Index

abbreviated financial summary (AFS)
basic description, 73–79
Corus example, 96
flexibility (concerns about), 464
overall summary, 564
scaffolding example, 85
wiring diagram, 80

ABCDE valuation
B – C effect, 384, 566
basic method, 372–75
link to AFS, 566
Yellow Moon Chemical Company example, 374

absolute value, 191, 254
accounting

conventions, 66
how numbers interact, 80
International Financial Reporting Standards, 66
matching (costs to sales), 65
purpose, 63
recognition (sales and costs), 64
results, 106
US GAAP, 66
why this way, 78

accounts payable
calculation method, 82

accounts receivable
calculation method, 82

acquisitions
creating value via, 325
failure to create value, 326

additivity of value
basic description, 21
sources of value logic, 266
sunk cost example, 214

airlines (5 forces example), 118, 120
Alliance and Leicester, 346
amortisation

basic principles, 66
calculation method, 82

analysis paralysis, 110
anchoring valuation to accounting data, 355
annuity factors, 12, 232
Apple (beta example), 408

arbitrage, 34
Arbitrage Pricing Model (APM), 420
assets, current, 68
assets, intangible, 67
assumptions

annual averages, 466
appropriate assumptions, 144, 154
best guess of expected value, 430
bias (avoid it), 156
calibration of, 263, 310, 330
checking assumptions, 354
conservative (dice example), 156
controllable and uncontrollable, 104
improving quality of, 155
incremental and absolute, 192
initial example (scaffolding case), 85
most likely, 155
oil price, 104
reasonable assumptions, 331, 430
register of, 156, 195, 254
selling prices (using SoV logic), 310

at cost principle, 68
attitude surveys, 555

balance sheet
basic description, 65–69
Corus PLC example, 88

balanced scorecard approach, 112
banks

basic description of role, 30
due diligence exercises, 35
mutually owned, 527

beta factor (ß)
asset betas and equity betas, 413
basic concept, 166
cost of capital component, 407
Gulf War effect, 407
initial introduction, 50
sector beta, 439

bimodal distributions, 148
birthday treat example, 18
black box approach

equity as an option, 419
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steps (four), 352
terminal value, 357
Yellow Moon Chemical Company example, 353

competition (nature of), 283, 296
competition authorities, 324
competitor benchmarking, 117, 270, 334
competitor cost of capital, 439
competitor reaction (scaffolding example), 292
components of value, 267
comprehensive risk framework, 175
conservation of value, 53
consolidation (principles thereof), 71
continuous good surprises

basic concept, 380
escape from, 551
step changes, 380

control (of capital expenditure), 106
control (re principles of consolidation), 72
copper

cost curve example, 296
government control effect, 283

co-product credits, 274
correlations

basic concept, 162
equity returns, 162
Monte Carlo analysis, 240

Corus PLC
abbreviated financial summary, 96
case study (accounting data into AFS), 88
company valuation example, 366
short cut valuations, 369
synergies with Tata, 371
value of, 97

cost control and risk management, 114
cost curves

basic concept, 272–78
copper example, 296
evolution over time, 279
global or national?, 334
shape (importance thereof), 276
sources of value (link to), 272

cost leadership, 122
cost of capital (CoC)

assessment (detailed numbers), 412–15
basic concepts, 48–59
best estimate, 415
beta factor (CoC component), 407
buying and selling (importance thereto), 442
calibration against share price, 444
change in CoC example, 440
company-wide or divisional, 421, 449
competitors’ CoC, 439
components (estimates of), 399–412
cost of borrowing (CoC component), 401
cottage industry (avoid), 459

black box approach (cont.)
Monte Carlo analysis, 240

Black, Fischer, 462
Black Scholes formula, 462, 474
BP (equity return assumptions), 412
Brealey Myers and Allen, 184, 301
bridges

accounts to value, 76
profit to cash flow, 69
strategy to value, 265

Bromley Goldfish Sanctuary
introduction to, 525
objectives, 528, 538
prism approach example (car park), 539

bubbles, 347, 385, 560
bundling

basic concept, 203
unbundling optimisation options, 445

business development costs (ABCDE valuation), 373
business unit strength, 124
buyer power, 120
buying success, 324

call option, 471
capacity reservation fee, 436
Capital Asset Pricing Model (CAPM)

basic description, 49
beta factor (ß), 166
WACC formula, 397

capital expenditure (capex)
basic description, 70
control system, 106

cargo size (flexibility valuation), 517
cash flow statement, 69
check lists (risk), 172–77
chimera, 561
Claire (project), see also Yellow Moon Chemical 

Company244
closure costs, 236
coffee and tea facilities example, 553
company as series of projects

basic concept, 126–33
overheads & sunk costs (inclusion of), 132
scaffolding example, 126

company valuation
basic principles, 342–69
calculated share price, 352
Corus example, 366
dividends or cash flow, 345
liabilities, 366
mean reversion, 346
plan period, 356
plan period asset value, 353
share price calculation, 368
short cut approaches, 369
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decommissioning costs, 236
Dell computers (sale recognition), 64
depreciation, 66

 see also amortisation
dice-rolling example (fair market price), 144
differentiation, 122
discount factors

basic definition, see also economic value model
discount tables, 11
mid-year and end-year, 12, 136

discount rate, see cost of capital
discounted payback

basic definition, 15
economic indicator (definition of), 256
economic indicator (use as), 17

discounting, see economic value model
distributor example (financing activities), 435
diversifiable risk, 176
divestments, 469
dividends

basic description, 41
do dividends matter?, 45
funds flow (relationship to), 43, 344
modelling issues, 243
setting (use of the marginal dollar), 535
signalling mechanism, 45
valuation of, 342
Yellow Moon Chemical Company example, 246

Do, Learn, Do approach, 110, 531

economic evaluation
purpose, 188
standard methodology, 252

economic indicators, 16
definition in standard methodology, 256
introduction to, 16
link to accounting results, 125
sensitivity analysis, 157

economic modelling
financed cases, 241
foreign currency effects, 230
hard wiring, 195
inflation, 218
joint ventures, 238
level playing field, 193
model audit, 197
model design, 189
purpose, 193
real cash flow modelling, 219
Russian coffee shop example, 194
spreadsheet layout, 195
standard methodology, 194, 252, 253–57
stock profits, 226
three spreadsheets or one?, 194
working the case, 197

country risk, 456
country-specific CoC, 420
equity risk premium (CoC component), 409
fudge factors, 449
implied by market prices, 444
inflation effect, 218
initial estimate, 57
market value debt (CoC component), 405
market value equity (CoC component), 406
Modigliani Miller effect, 54, 344
non-value players, 547, 550
optimisation (implications for), 444
project CoC, 415
quantification (as an interest rate), 5
real CoC, 218
risk & reward (implications for), 460
tax rate (CoC component), 404
valuation (implication of changes in CoC), 443

cost of debt (CoD), see interest and cost of capital
cost of equity, see CAPM and cost of capital

calculation method, 397
when to use, 438

cottage industry (avoid), 459
country entry (flexibility value), 468
country risk (CoC implications), 456
cradle-to-grave approach, 338
credit rating agencies, 36
credit rating definitions, 36
cumulative present value

abbreviated financial summary entry, 76
fish diagram, 387

cumulative probability curves, 149
currency effects, see foreign currency effects

DCF (discounted cash flow analysis), see economic value 
model

deal or no deal game show, 349
debt

advantages over equity, 38
basic concepts, 39
currency (choice thereof), 35
fixed or floating, 31
flexibility, 38
inflation’s impact, 33
leverage illustration, 53
long-term or short-term, 32
modelling issues, 243
recourse and non-recourse, 36
tax relief, 38
valuation of, 30

decision-taking rule, 8
decision trees

basic concept, 151
flexibility valuation technique, 509
property auction example, 151
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modelling issues, 242
Yellow Moon Chemical Company case study, 244

financial distress
definition, 164
step in treatment of risk/reward, 425

financial options, 471
Financial Statement Analysis and Security Valuation,

185, 330
financing activities

Corus example, 91
distrubution cost example, 435
exclusion (method), 74
exclusion from abbreviated financial summary, 74
simple example, 434
step from profit to cash flow, 71
treatment of, 433–39

fish diagram
cost of capital change example, 440
introduction to, 390
optimisation & company value example, 451

five forces model, 117
fixed assets

basic description, 67
calculation method, 82

fixed costs, 77
flexibility valuation

additional costs
basic concept (include them), 518
Indian growth example, 519

analogy (valuation method), 518
annual average assumptions, 491
basic concepts, 464–71
Black Scholes, 474, 476, 502, 516
cargo size flexibility, 517
cone of uncertainty, 480
decision trees

basic concept, 509
swimming pool cover example, 509

feedstock purchase example, 495
financial options

similarities with, 471
first guess (start flexibility assessment with), 487
free flexibility (collect it), 490
growth value

basic concept, 500
check list, 484
Indian growth opportunities example, 500
strategy (importance thereof), 500

land value, 470
mapping decisions and uncertainties, 487
me too flexibility, 490, 496
Monte Carlo simulation, 507
more sophisticated assumptions, 491
objectives and boundaries, 485

economic value model
basic description, 9
calculating value, 10
flexibility implications thereof, 471
Nobel prize, 395
overview, 396–99

Enron, 106
equity

basic concepts, 48
going public, 41
ownership rights, 40
rights issue example, 46
rights issues, 46
share issues, 46
shareholders equity, 68
valuation formula, 43
value of, 41

equity risk premium
CoC component, 409
initial estimate, 57

expected value
calculations with expected values, 150
correct expected value (U shaped valley), 172
decision-making rule, 428
definition, 146
dice-rolling example, 144
difficulty in assessment, 149, 154
fair market price example, 144
reasonable estimate of, 254
risk monetisation example, 169

experience curve, 279
external risks, 173

failures (incorporation in plans), 154
fair market price, 144
fat-tailed risk, 176
feedback loops, 109
Fence Treatment Inc

plan valuation example, 135
understanding performance example, 137
value profile example, 137

finance charges
method for exclusion, 84
Yellow Moon Chemical Company example, 248

finance pool
availability of capital, 55, 58
basic description, 54
effect of excessive risk, 56
effect of shortage of money, 55
valuation implications, 344

financed cases
basic approach, 241
circularity in logic, 242
debt & risk illustration, 51
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garbage in = garbage out (GIGO), 354
Gates (Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation)

introduction, 526
limited life of Foundation, 546
Plan, Do, Measure, Learn example, 533

gold bars problem, 236
goodwill, 67
Gordon growth model, 43
grand design example, see property development 

example (grand design)
Green Book (HM Treasury), 4, 4
growth

benefits from growth, 453
costs, 233
effect on funds flow, 131
growth imperative, 115
impact on ROCE, 129
seductive siren, 384

Gulf War effect, 407

HBOS (equity return assumptions), 411
hurdle rates (effect of), 454

Ibbotson Associates, 400
IBM (beta example), 408
immune system (of organisations), 107
incremental analysis, 191
incremental cash flow

basic concept, 20
definition in standard methodology, 253

Indian growth example
extra costs effect, 519
flexibility valuation example, 500

inertia, organisational, 107
inflation

basic concepts, 218
cost of capital effect, 218
paving slabs example, 220
stock profits, 226
working capital effect, 83, 224

initiatives, 107
insulation example (optimisation of thickness), 444
insurance, 57, 166, 426
interest

basic principles, 29
compound interest, 5
fixed or floating, 31
foreign currency effects, 34
inflation’s impact, 33
period of borrowing, 32
pre- or post-tax discounting, 454
simple interest, 5

internal rate of return (IRR)
basic definition, 16

oil production/ pipeline size example, 502
organisational capability requirement, 519
partner carry, 470, 508
Plan, Do, Measure, Learn, 520
process, 479–522
reverse engineering, 514
risk monetisation

basic concept, 498
pump reliability example, 498

shut down valuation example, 492
single path into the future (not a), 480
steam cracker (feedstock flexibility) example

feedstock flexibility valuation, 477
initial summary, 464
reduced demand example, 488

tail (valuation of), 502
toolkit, 479–521
tools (list of), 491
types of flexibility, 467, 483
when flexibility matters, 482
which flexibilities to value, 490

focus (generic strategy), 122
foreign currency effects

basic principles, 73
dollar/yen example, 34
economic modelling, 230
flexibility valuation, 516
functional currency, 231, 255
inflation, 229
London Marathon currency example, 73
realised and unrealised, 73

full-cycle economics
basic concepts, 207–17
calculation method, 213
interpretation, 215
new product launch (drug example), 209, 216
overheads, 208, 211
overspends, 207
Plan, Do, Measure, Learn, 208
ROCE as an indicator, 212
sanction request example, 208
sources of value implications, 282
standard methodology, definition in, 254
sunk costs, 208, 210
tax (general principle), 211
tax (numerical example), 213

fund managers, 384
funds flow

basic definition, 75
difference from cash flow, 242
effect of growth, 131

future value
basic definition, 7
value profile over time, 137
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basic concept, 262, 275–81
don’t be me too, 336
evolution over time, 264, 299
flexibility valuation, 490
government control, 283
return (choice of), 281, 298
return (CoC change example), 441
start-up companies, 532
value map, 319

mean reversion, 346
Merton Robert C, 462
Microsoft, 44, 470
minority interests, 68, 93
Modigliani Miller (MM)

implications for valuation, 344
proposition 1 (introduction to), 53

monetisation of risk, 168–72
Monitor (NHS regulator), 548
Monte Carlo analysis

basic concept, 239
company valuation, 355
drawbacks, 240
expected value calculation, 428
flexibility valuation technique, 507

Moody’s, 36

nascent industry argument, 485
net book value, 66
net present value (NPV)

basic definition, 14
calculation via expected value assumptions, 151
economic indicator, 256
incremental and absolute, 191

new entrants (threat of), 120
Nobel prize

(Markowitz et al), 395
1997 (Merton & Scholes), 462

non linearity, 240
non-financial items (valuation of), 553
non-value players

availability of finance, 529, 544
basic concept, 523
coffee & tea facilities example, 553
continuous improvement (acceptability of), 550
financing constraints, 537
objectives, 534, 537
purpose, 528
risk aversion, 548
scorecard (against value players), 559
similarities with value players, 527
staff turnover reduction example, 553
timing (of finance availability), 545

NOPAT, 78
Norman (rich Uncle), 5, 191
Norman’s birthday treat example, 18, 191

internal rate of return (IRR) (cont.)
calculation in birthday treat example, 19
economic indicator (definition of), 256
economic indicator (use as), 17
link to ROCE, 128, 134
not additive, 21

International Financial Reporting Standards, 66
inventories

basic description, 68
calculation method, 83

investing activities (step from profit to cash flow), 70
investment efficiency

basic concept, 17
economic indicator, 256

investment grade credit rating, 38
iron ore, cargo flexibility example, 517

Jake (student), 5
joint ventures

modelling issues, 237
Yellow Moon Chemical Company example, 305

junk bonds, 38

killer reason, 544
Koller, Goedhart and Wessels, 184
KPMG, 405

laggards, 276
land value, 236, 470
least-cost strategy, 122, 318
level playing field

basic concept, 193
suggested standard methodology, 253–57
why required, 253

liabilities, current, 68
liabilities, non-current, 68
linear relationships, 150
liquidity

assumption of, 476
projects compared with shares, 399

Lloyds TSB (equity return assumptions), 412
loans, see debt
London Business School

Global Investment Returns yearbook, 410
London Marathon example (currency effect), 73
long-term plan, 103

market attractiveness, 124
market price, willing buyers and sellers, 144
market survey (valuation thereof), 510
Mars (man from), 335
McKinsey/GE matrix

basic concept, 123
sources of value (link to), 263, 271

me too

1990
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off balance sheet, 72
oil

field development assessed against do nothing, 195
government control effect, 283
platform example (flexibility value), 486
price assumptions (in a plan), 104
price assumptions (ten possibilities), 144
production uncertainty (pipeline size example), 502
shutdown flexibility, 517

operating activities (step from profit to cash flow), 70
operating leverage, 433
optimisation

basic principles, 198–203
case study (implications of optimisation), 447
case study (selecting optimisation studies), 201
CoC (importance of), 444
difficulty thereof, 199
fish diagram project example, 451

organisation and management
alignment with sources of value, 264
basic concepts, 102
corporate strategy, 100
flexibility value implications, 519

outsourcing, 469
overarching risks, 425
overheads

ABCDE valuation, implications thereof, 373
control of, 114
corporate, 114
inclusion in NPV analysis, 132
scaffolding example, 132

ownership (re principles of consolidation), 72

P10 P90 range, see sensitivity analysis
P10 P90 tail valuation example, 505
partner carry, 470
paving slabs example

inflation (inclusion of), 220
inflation, tax and working capital example, 224
initial case study, 24–26

Penman Stephen H, 185
performance (understanding thereof)

basic concepts, 376
Fence Treatment Inc example, 137

performance reports, 105
perpetuity valuation formula, 42–43, 135, 237, 248, 357
pharmaceuticals

five forces example, 118, 121
pipeline size example (flexibility valuation), 502
Plan, Do, Measure, Learn

basic concept, 109
flexibility valuation implications, 520
full-cycle economics, 208
Gates Foundation example, 533
improving assumptions, 155

risk analysis, 174
sources of value analysis, 312
sustaining investment, 206

planning
main components, 100–108
techniques, 115

plans
annual plan, 105
controllable and uncontrollable variables, 104
feedback loops, 109
Fence Treatment Inc plan valuation example, 135
flow through, 104
long-term plan (LTP), 103
plan period, 356
planning cycle, 108
timetable, 104
top down & bottom up, 110
valuation, 134

Porter (Professor Michael)
Competitive Advantage, 116
competitive advantage technique, 121, 264
Competitive Strategy (book), 115
five forces model, 117, 174, 264
McKinsey/GE matrix, 123
supplier power, 119
value chain model, 116, 174, 337

portfolio diversification
ability to take risk, 164
basic concept, 160
coin-tossing example, 160
correlations (effect of), 162
transaction costs (effect of), 165

portfolio screening tool, 124
prepayments, 68, 84
present value (basic definition), 7
price war, 322
Principles of Corporate Finance, 184, 208, 217, 384
prism approach, 540
probability distributions, 147
product life cycle, 279
profit

basic concepts, 65
cash flow (link to), 69

project evaluation (real life), 16
project life

basic concepts, 134, 232
company rules, 234
consistent assumptions, 233
cost assumptions (consistency with), 233

property development example (grand design)
debt & risk illustration, 50
initial example, 24

property plant & equipment, 67
provisions, 68
put option, 471
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company as series of projects example, 128
inflation effect example, 226
link to IRR, 128

Russian coffee shop example, 194

safety margin (over zero NPV), 388
scaffolding example

company as series of projects example, 126
components of value analysis, 267
initial case study, 84
sensitivity chart example, 159
sources of value analysis, 288

Scholes Myron S, 462
scorecard (value against non-value players), 559
scrap value, 236
search costs, see full-cycle economics
sector attractiveness, 101, 294
sector attractiveness and competitive position, 271
security (of borrowing), 35
security market line, 168
seductive sirens, 384
sensitivity analysis

basic description, 17, 156
choice of, 157
definition in standard methodology, 257
NPV or IRR, 157
P10 P90 range (type 1), 158
presentation of, 157
scaffolding example chart, 159
types of sensitivity (1 2 or 3), 158
zero NPV case (type 2), 158

share of growth analysis, 323
share price, see company valuation
shareholder value

continuous good surprises, 380
rules of the game, 379
shareholders’ perspective of risk, 167
treadmill effect, 380, 551

shareholders’ plan, 379
shares, see equity
Sharpe William

Capital Asset Pricing Model, 49
Nobel prize, 395

skew, 148, 176
small companies, 165
sources of value

acquisitions (how to create value), 325
additivity of value, 266
alone (don’t go out alone), 335
application

design stage, 309
detailed design stage, 293
getting started, 315
implementation map, 292

real options, see flexibility valuation
real return, link to nominal return, 33
receivables, trade, 68
redundancy costs, 236
residual value

basic concept, 234
recommended methodology, 235

returns (seductive siren), 384
reverse engineering, 514, 556
Rhett Butler, 312
rights issue, 46
risk, see also assumptions and expected values

archetypes, 448
brainstorm approach, 175
capacity, 57, 146, 164
capacity (YMCC example), 252
check lists, 172–77
company check lists, 174
comprehensive risk framework, 175
defining risk, 142
definition by Monitor, 549
external, 174
fat-tailed or thin-tailed, 176
financial, 173
impact x probability, 169
internal & external, 173
managing risk, 170
mitigation, 170
monetisation, 168–72
operational, 173
optimisation in the face of risk, 170
overarching, 425
personal capacity to take risk, 349
probability distributions, 147
risk capacity, 164
sensitivities, 448
success values, 153
trade-off with reward, 48, 166
types of risk (3 in all), 175
U-shaped valley, 171
uncertainty, 348

risk-free rate
basic concept, 50
CoC component, 400
real, 401

risk/reward trade-off
Capital Asset Pricing Model, definition of risk, 166
Capital Asset Pricing Model, introduction to, 49
four steps, 423
overall approach, 423–33
what the CoC tells us, 460

ROCE (or ROACE)
basic concept, 78
bridge between accounts and value, 133, 269
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implementation stage, 294, 313
initial case study (scaffolding), 288
operation stage, 294, 314
options identification stage, 293, 303
standard categories of SoV, 300
strategy stage, 293

basic concept, 260
brand, 278, 328
buying success, 324
calibration of assumptions, 263, 310, 330
competition (nature of), 287
competitor benchmarking data, 270
components of value, 267
cost curves, 272–78
diagram (introduction to), 261
full-cycle and point-forward economics, 281
government controls, 283, 331
how to apply, 288
how to win, 318
individuals, 338, 340
introduction, 258
leveraging sources of value, 264
look downwards, 321
McKinsey/GE matrix, 263
non-value players, 534
overall summary, 562
project life cycle, 338
quantification, 269, 311
regulation, 331
regulators, 286
search costs, 327
senior management support, 316
so what – implications of SoV, 317
sunk costs, 282
what is the SoV technique, 259
why the technique works, 265
Yellow Moon Chemical Company example, 304

sports shirts example
initial work assignment, 178
sources of value analysis, 338

staff turnover reduction example, 553
stage gate processes

basic concept, 113
depot example, 113
flexibility valuation (aid to), 487
flexibility valuation link, 480
optimisation of projects, 199, 200
Sources of Value implementation map, 292

Standard & Poor’s, 36, 165
Standard & Poor’s credit rating scale, 36
standard deviation (portfolio effect), 161
standard methodology, see economic modelling

basic principles, 252
suggested wording, 253–57

startup companies, 379, 531
step changes, 380
steps (from profit to cash flow), 70
stock profits, 226
stocks, see inventories
Stocks, Bonds, Bills and Inflation, 400
strategic investments, 469
strategy

basic concepts, 100
business strategy, 100
change in, 215
changing strategy, 103
corporate strategy, 100
leverage (maximum point of), 567
strategy to actuals, 108

strengths and weaknesses, 101
stuck in the middle, 122
substitutes (threat of), 120
success value

basic concept, 153
company valuation, 355
flexibility valuation, 487
planning for success, 153
property development example, 154
swimming example, 153

sum of all years technique, see company as series of 
projects

sunk costs, see also full-cycle economics
basic concept, 132
sources of value, 312

supplier power, 119
sustaining investment

basic concept, 203
control of, 205
justification, 204
legislative changes, 206
valuation (impact on), 355

swimming example (success value), 153
swimming pool cover example

decision tree flexibility valuation method, 509
reverse engineering flexibility valuation  

method, 515

T bill
basic description, 29
rate over time, 400
risk-free rate, 400

tail
distribution (tail thereof), 176
industry cost curve (tail thereof), 276
valuation of, 502

target setting
appropriate targets, 112
behavioural impact, 111
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value profile
basic concept, 14, 137
Fence Treatment Inc example, 137
growth (of value over time), 138
simple example (two year project), 377

value proxies, 383
value return

basic concept, 137
plans return the cost of capital, 377

variable costs
basic concept, 77
cost curves (component thereof), 274
negative variable costs, 274
sector attractiveness (impact thereon), 291

vision, 108
volatility

basic concept, 161
option value, effect on, 476

WACC (weighted average cost of capital), see also cost 
of capital

basic description, 50
formula, 397

winner’s curse, 325
words and music

basic concept, 125
CoC change example, 442
consistency between IRR and ROCE, 129
Sources of Value test of assumptions, 309

work in progress, 68
working capital

basic description, 70
calculation method, 83
financing effects, 437
recovery (via residual value), 236
standard methodology convention, 255
target setting, 111

World Mine Cost Data Exchange Inc, 296
WYMIWYG, 110, 134, 383

Yellow Moon Chemical Company
ABCDE valuation example, 374
initial case study, 244
sources of value example, 304
valuation example, 353

yield graph, 402

zero NPV
decision rule, 14
type 2 sensitivities, 158
why invest in zero NPV projects, 453

Tata Steel (bid for Corus)
introduction to, 88
synergies, 371
valuation of Corus, 370

tax
calculation method, 80
inflation (effect of), 224
pre- or post-tax CoC, 454
rates over time, 405
relief on interest, 84, 94
residual value effect, 236

terminal value
basic concept, 135, 235
Fence Treatment Inc example, 136
perpetuity valuation equation, 237

terminal value methods
book value method, 364
funds flow to perpetuity method, 357
growth-adjusted profit method, 358
life of asset method, 363
liquidation method, 365
list of methods, 357
overview-adjusted profit method, 359
specified company life method, 363
sustainable return on capital method, 360
trading multiple method, 364
two-stage growth to perpetuity method, 361

time value of money, see cost of capital
top down and bottom up, 110
total assets, 68
transaction costs, 146, 165, 476
treadmill (of stock exchange performance), 380
type 1, 2 or 3 sensitivities, 158

U-shaped valley, 171
unbundling, 445
uncertain uncertainty, 350
uncertainty, 142, 348
understanding accounts, see accounting
US GAAP, 66

Valuation – Measuring and Managing the Value of 
Companies, 184, 235, 330

value (concept thereof), see economic value model
value creation

basic concept, 139
continuous good surprises, 379

value destruction, 383
value drivers, 383
value growth, see value profile
value map, 301
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